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Event Overview
With our Wall Street Winners team building experience, everyone taking part will 
have the chance to battle it out on the trading floor in a thrilling and fast-paced 
activity that everyone can get stuck into.

Working in smaller teams, each will receive £1 million to invest, aiming to gain as 
much in returns as possible. Then, with the money they’ve earnt, each team will get 
to buy building materials in an attempt to construct the tallest tower in the room! 
So if you’re looking for a unique activity that encourages lots of teamwork and 
strategic thinking, then Wall Street Winners is the event for you.

Indoor2-3 HrsNationwide10-250
People

0161 341 0052 www.funktionevents.co.uk

Benefits Include...
Working under Pressure

Encouraging Competitiveness

Encouraging Communication

Learning New Skills

Encouraging Critical Thinking

Free Venue Finding Service 
Let us find the ideal venue to perfectly suit your activities & needs.

tel:01613410052
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What Happens At Your Event?
On the day of your event, the activity will kick off with a short briefing on how your 
day will run before everyone splits up into smaller teams. Then, the trading floor 
will open, giving each team a window of time to choose their investments.

During the event, the money each team has earnt can be used to buy building 
materials to construct a makeshift tower. With each centimetre of the tower costing 
around £1000 to build, teams will need to choose their investments wisely to be in 
with a chance of earning more.

By the end of the event, the trading floor will have closed and each tower will be 
measured, with the winners being those that have manage to build the tallest in 
the room.
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What’s Included?
Experienced event manager to host your 
event

Put your teams business skills to the test 
and foster teamwork

Negotiate deals, deduce strategies and 
try your luck forecasting market trends

Buy and sell shares at the most opportune 
moments to maximise financial gain

Full risk assessments & £5million public 
liability insurance

Well-kept and maintained equipment

Use the money earned to purchase 
building materials for your very own 
corporate tower
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Our Clients

99% of our customers think we’re better than great!
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We deliver 5,000 events a year, every year.
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For more information, please feel free to contact us:
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